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Abstract

   Archaeo-secular variation of the geomagnetic total force in I<yoto during the past 4,eOO years

has been revealed in the natural remanent magnetization of thevarious archaeoiogic finds of
knewn ages with the aid of the Thel}iers' method. The results showthatthetota} force at about

2,000 B.C. and l,OOO B.C. was about 1.4 and 0.9 times as large as that at present, and at about

0 A.D. it reached a maximum value, being 1.5 times as large as that at present, and since then

it showed the comparative}y monotonous decrease, accompanying a little fluctuation, to that of

the present.

   On the other hand, summarizing the five series of intensity data so far available, the secular

variation of the reduced equatorial forces for the past 2,000 years is discussed with special

reference to "the hypothesis of the dipo}e axis rotation" proposed by KAwAi, HiRooKA and one of
the present writers (1965).

I. Introduction

    Through the spherical harmonic analyses of the global observation data of
geoiir}agnetism, there can be }ittle doubt that since the middle of the l9th century

the total geomagnetic force has decreased at a rate of about 50/o per century. Past

geomagnetic fields before the tirne when observations have been commenced may

be estimated by archaeo- or palaeo-magnetic means. However, the intensity
studies made on the palaeo-geomagnetic field are much less in number as compared

with the vast accumulation of knowledges about the ancient geomagnetic direction.

    In order to estimate the reliable ancient field intensity, E. and O. THELLiER

(}959) proposed a step-by-step heating method based on their extensive studies

of the thermeremanent magnetization (T.R.M.), and they first suggested the
monotonous}y decreasing trend of the total intensity from 600 B.C. to the present.

Recently the intensity studies iR various regions of the world have been presented by

several authors such as BuRLATsKAyA (1962), NAGATA, ARAi and MoMosE (1963),
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BvcHA (1965), WATANABE and DuBois (1965) aRd NAGArrA, KoBAyAsHi and
SC}iwARz (1965).
    Since }963, the wrlters have also cai"ried out the study of the archaeo-secu}ar

variation of the geomagnetic field intensity by means of the Thelliers' method.

The baked earths specimens used in this study were collected from the o}d }<i}ns

excavatecl in N,Vest Japan, and t}ieir stability and direction of natural reinanent

magnetization (NT.R.Ai (f.) were already descrlbed in the publication of our colleagues

(KAwAi et al., 1965). IR this paper, the results of the archaeo-secular variation in

the field intensity at Kyoto for the past 4,0eO years are describecl.

    On the other hand, soon after the publication of the present writers' prelimi-

nary report (l964) of the palaeo-lntenslty in XtVest Japan KAwAi, }/Imooi<A and
one of the preseRt writers (1965) suggested the counter-c}ockwise rotac tion of the

geomagnetic dipole axis during the past 1,500 years by analysing the results of the

archaeo-secular variatioR so far reported by several researchers. If the newly

proposed "hypothesis of the dipole axis rotation" is valid, it will be clear
that several resulÅís of the archaeo-secular variatioR of field intensity should be

much better explained by this hypothesis than the current theory. So the fina}

cliscussions of this paper are paid on the question whether the hypothesis can be

supported also fvom the viewpoiRt of Åíhe intensity measuremeBts or no{,

                            II. Specimens

    Specimens used in this study are chiefiy bal<ecl earths collected from the olcl

kilns excavated from XiVest Japan, and the ages of these kilns have beeR accurately

estimated by K. YoKoyAMA* of Archaeo}ogical Institute of Kyoto Universityl
these ages are ranging from the Kofun Era (the 5th century) to the Kamal<ura
Period (the 13th century). It may be without question that the baked earths of
these }dlns were sttbjected to the repeated heatings to several hundreds centigracle,

and therefore they acquired the T.R.M. under the geomagnetic field at the time

of the last firing. For this reason, they are generally considered to be the most su2-

table specimens for investigating the archaeo-secular variation of the geomagnetic

field intensity. In addition to these baked earths specimens, some potteries of older

ages and some eruptive rocks of younger ages are supplied to the experiment.

    Data for these specirr}ens, including localiÅíy, estimated age and the Curie tem-

perature of their ferromagnetic mlnera}s are given iR Table 1, aRd a distril)ution

map of loca}ities of Åíhese specimens is shown in Fig. 1. ThermomagRetic, microsco-

pic and X-ray investigations a}ong with the chemical analysis of the ferromagnetic

minerals contained in these specimens have a}so been carried out. CoRsiderlng

 * Now with Nara }s4Tational Research Institute of Cultural Properties
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Fi.g. 1
i

 A map showing distribution of the localities from which specimens
coilected: sampling sites are shown in the following numbers.

 I. Sete city 2. ATisshin-chO and Miyoshi-ch6 3. Hisai-cho
 4. Ueno city .5. 0tsu city 6. Hiraoka city 7. 1)aito city
 8. Sakai city 9. Izvmi city 10. I<cnsuga-ch(I) ll. Isahaya city
l 2. Saku mt jima

were

from the present state of our studies, most of these milterals are seemed to be

so-called oxidized titanomagnetites having the spine} structure.

    Several examples of the thermoinagnetic curves of specimens under a strong
magnetic field are shown in }';ig. 2. From these diagrams and rl['abie l it is found

Åíhat their (]lurie temperatures are predominantly within the temperature range

s250-5500C. It is noteworthy, however, that these specimens are highiy stable
against the heat treatmeRts in air within the limits of our experimental tempera-

ture and duratien. The detailed results of the magneto-mineralogica! research
will be reported in the near future.

                IIL Method of Intensity Measurement

    An accurate method of estimating the ancieiat geomagnetic field intensity has

been establislked first by E. and O. Ti{ELmER (1959) through thelr extensive studies

oR T.R.rvl. of various potteries, bricks and baked earths. Further detaiied investi-

gation on T.R.M. has lately been advanced by C.W.F. EvEmT"r (1961), who has
established from the theoretical and experimental points of view that the intensity of
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            Fig. 2. Some examples of thermomagnetic curves of the specimens.
               (a) 0-53 (b) Takakura (c) Hisai-3 (d) Yayoi-type pottery
               -e-heating ••o••t cooling

T.R.M. and the strength of the ambient field are in a linear relation within the

range of weak field of several oersteds.

    The present writers have also studied the secular variation of the ancient
field intensity with tke aid of the Theiliers' step-by-step heating method. The

practica} procedures are as follows;

     (i) Original N.R.M. of specimen ( Jn) is measured at first, and it is expres-

sed by the next form;

                                .fn -- [F]fg (1)
where [F]fg denotes the total T.R.M. which was acquired under the aRcient field
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intensity F between the Curie temperature T. of the specimen and the room tem-

perature T,•

    (ii) The specimen is heated up toa temperature T, (T,<T,<T.) and then
cooled to T, under the present }aboratory field Fe. Then specimen acquires
partia} T.R.M. (P.T.R.M.), [F,]fe Iosing the demagnetized vector [F]f8, and
the resultant vector M,= : {[F]Zg-[F]fb} +[F,]T.l will be measured.

    According to the addition iaw of partial T.R.M.,

                        [F]:g-[F]Sg-[Fj$s (2)
    Substituting [F]$:=d.Jn(T,) and [F,]$t= Jt(T,), theR it becomes

                        M,=Aln(T,)+lt(T,) (3)
where A Jn(T,) is the remainder of ln after the partial demagnetization up to T,,

and Jt(T,) is the newly acquired P.T.R.M. between T, and T,.
    (iii) The specimen is set in a reversal position so as to acquire a new partial

T.R.M. antlparal}e} to the direction of Jt(T,). After the inverse set the speci-

men is again subjected to the heating-cooiing treatment as in the process (i!). Then,

the following resu}tant vector M, will be measured;

                        M, - {[F]$3-[F]ft} -[F,]Sg

                           -- li Jn(T,)- Jt( Z-I,) (4)

    (iv) From (3)+(4) and (3)-(4), the next equations are obvious.

                        (M,ÅÄM,) i/2 ==d Jn( T,) (s)
                        (M,-M,) i/2= Jt( T,) (6)
     (v) When the similar processes are carried on in every temperature range,

T=Ti, T=T,)•••, T=T.)•••(T,<T,<T,<•••<T.<.••<T.), the correspond-
ing values of Afn(T.) and Jt(T.) will be given.

    Thus, the all sets of intensity values of ri Jn<T.) and Jt(T.) are plotted on a

diagram, where the abscissa gives Jrt(T) and the ordinate A Jrn(T). If the factors

concerned to the acquisition of T.R.M. remained invariable throughout the heat

experiments of the same specimen, [F]\g1[F,]'.'6 is proportienal to F/F,, therefore

al! the plots of A.fn(T.) v.s. Jrt(T.) must fal} onastraight line. From the slope

of this 12ne the ratio of F to F, can be successfully determined. If the contained

ferromagnetic minerais were clianged in the course of the experiment, the Iinear

re}ation can not be held, and such a datum must be omitted after Åíhe Thelliers'

crlterla.
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IV. Results of the Intensity Measurements

    More than 70 specimens were submitted to the intensity measurements, of
whicha typica} example is shown in Fig. 3. The specimen shown in this example
was coilected from the kiin, 0-53 (of the Table l), ofwhich age was estimated to

be 1,000Å}20 years A.D.. Upper diagram of the figure shows the variation of the

remanent direction during a run of experiments plotted on the Schmidt's projection.

It is found from the diagram that the directioR of remanence measured dur!ng an

experimental run moves regularly along the great circ}e containing directions of

both the original remanence and the geomagnetic fie}d at the laboratory. From

AJKT)

Fig. 3.

X
e

o 0.5      Jt(T)1.0
  x 10'` emu/or

 A result of the intensity measurements showing the change of retnanent
direction during a run of experiments piotted on Schmidt's net (in
upper diagram), where cross mark indicates the direction of laboratory
field. The numerals nearbysolid andho]e circles represent the order of
successive experimeRts:

l,200 2-3;ltl,50 45;2250 6-7;3400 8-9;4850 IO;6700C.
e: lower hemisphere o: upper hemisphere
Lower diagram shows the relation oÅíA Jn< Tn) versus Jt< Tn). The numerals
nearby solid circles represent the temperature of heat-treatment in centi-
grade.
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Fig. 4.  Some examples of the intensity measurements. Upper diagram shows the relation
between the demagnetization of the original N.R.M. (full line) and the acquired
P.T.R.M. (broken line), and }ower diagram shows the re}ation of d Jn(Tn)- Jt(Tn).

(a) 0-53 (b) K-14 (c) MT-83 (d) TK-208 (e) Jomon-type pottery (f) Bummei-
lava in Sakurajima

this fact it is confirmed that the experiment has gone under the fuliy satisfied

condition. On the other hand, the calcuiated values of the Aln(T.) and .ft(T.)

at each ternperature are plotted in the lower diagram. As mentioned in the
previous chapter, the slope of the line gives the ratio of the ancient geomagnetic

fie}d intensity to that of the present, and it is estimated to be 1.32 in this example.
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em

o 200 400 6oe'c

Jt(T)
xlo`S emu/ar

Fig. 5. An example showing the intensity measure-
    ments without success.

    Some of other results are shown in Fig. 4. In this figure, the fu}1 lines and the

broken lines of the upper diagrams show the demagnet!zation curves of original

NR.M. and the magnetization curves new}y acquired in the laboratory field . IR

addition to these good examp}es, one of unsuccessful examples giving a non-linear

relation ln liln(T.)-.lt(T.) plots is shownin Fig. 5. ']]his non-linear phenomenon

can be lnterpreted as due to chemlcal or other changes of the ferromagnetic minerals

during the heating process. Such specimens are excluded in this study, and thus

excluded specimens in the present study amount to one-thirds of the whole specimens

treated. It was pointed out also by NAGATA et aL (1963) that some of the ancient

potteries gave similar non-llnear relation in their rneasurements especiaily in higher

temperature, and for this reason these potteries were presumed by them to have

baked at a temperature appreciably below their Curie temperature.
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Table l. Data of specimens including the estimated age, material and the ratio of the ancient
geomagnetic total fox'ce (F) to that at present in Kyeto (Fo(igfis)==0.466J-').

Site

Sakurajima

Sakurajima

Fus6-3

0-53

K-14
MT-83
K_84

KM-l3
Sakai-48

MT-21
I-17

Takakura

MK_8
TK-47
Hisai-3

TK-2e8

Locality

Kagoshima
Kagoshima
Seto

Nisshin

Miyoshi

Sakai

Miyoshi

Izuini

Sakai

Sakai

Nisshin

Sakai

Sakai

Sakai

Hisai

Sakai

Ueno
Hiraoka

I<asuga

Dait6

Otsu

Isahaya

Material
i

TOC

andesite

andesite

baked earth

baked earth

baked earth

baked earth

baked earth

baked earth

baked earth

tile

baked earth

baked earth

baked earth

baked earth

baked earth

baked earth

clay idol

POttery

pottery

pottery

pottery

pottery

380

510

515

530

525

535

510

550

500

525

540

555

525

Age

1780 l 5 A.D.
1470Å} 5A.D.
128e ti 5e A.D.

Iooo Å} 2e A.D.

960 Å} 20 A.D.

 810 Å} 10 AD.
 800 ti, 10A.D.

780 Å} 2e A.D.

 750 th 40 A.D.

720 + 20 A.D.
690 Å} IO A.D.

650 ,l, 50 A.D.

540 Å} 40 A.D.

520 Å} 20 A.D.

480 Å} 10 A.D.

470 Å} 30 A.D.

 380 Å} 20 A.D.

220 ,L 2e A.D.

 ioe th so A.D.

 100 Å} 50 B.C.

 900 ti 100 B.C.

2000 l,200B.C.

Number of
speclmen

F/Fo

1

l

4

4

4
1

1

1

l

5

2

2

,1,

l

1

2

2

2

l

l

2

4

l
l
I
i

i

,

1

1

}
}

}
}

1.1

1.2

1.23 l O.01

1.26 Å} O.02

1.45 ,i, O.03

!.40 l 0.19

!.35 th O.06

1.43 Å} O.04

!.21 ti, O.06

l.48 H O.I0

l.46 Å} O.e3

l.4tl, ,t, O.06

l.35 Å} O.09

l.41 i: e.Ol

1.4

I.6

o.g3 Å} o.el

!.35 Å} O.02

V. Discussion and Conclusions

1) The secular variation of the geomagnetie total ferce at Kyote

    r]rhe ancient intensity ratios determined by the above-rnentioned method are

summarized in Table 1, in which only the data of 47 specimens with higher reli-

abi}ity out of 73 total specimens are listed. From thls result the secttlar variation

of the total force at I<yoto for the last 4,000 years can be traced and the specimens

of much older ages are now under investigation.

    From the value of F!F, given in 'I"able l and the present total force at Kyoto,

F,a,,,)=0.466T, the ancient geomagnetic field intensity F can be calculated.
It is needless to say that the reduction of the data obtalned from various sites to a

standard point (Kyoto; I35.80E, 350N) for cornparison must be taken into conside-

ration; the fo}lowing dipole formula is used for the reduction of the present study.
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                    F, := l '(i -l-3 cos2 P,)4(i+3 cos2p')m._t

where F, is tke reduced field intensity, p, is the geomagnetic colatitude of standard

point (Kyoto; P==64•O>, F' the measured intensity and p' the geonnagnetic co}atitude

of the sampliRg' site. IR fact, the reductions for aliinost all Åíhe sites are neglisible

since their latitudes are nearly comparable to that of Kyoto as shown in Fig. 1•

    rlrhus obtained secular variation of the geoinagnetic total force at Kyoto for the

last 2,00e years is shown ln l"-ig. 6, where the abscissa shows the ages in year A.I)•

and the ordinate the intensity of the geomagnetic field in gauss. I rom this figure

and [I"able 1, the following facts may be remarked.

r
o.s

0.7

0.6

0 .5

0.4

mer-

Nl

- 500

Fig. 6.

          0 500 tOOO ''i500 2000
                                                      Years A.D.

 Secular variation of the total fbrce cluring the iast 2,00e years at KyotQ. 'Fhe cre.ss
lines on the so}id clrcle illustrate the errors of esthnated age and stanclard cleviation of

intensity value respectively. The decreasing trend of observed data is drawn by a
thick line.

    i) The total geoinagnetic force in Kyoso at about 4,000 years ago was about

1.4 times as large as that at present, while at about 3,0eO years ago it reached Åíhe

minimum Sntensity of 0.9 times of the present lntensity.

    ii) Then the total force increased to the maximum value at about 2,000
years ago, being about i.5 times as large as that of tlie present, and since the time

its intensity decreased inonotonously to that of the preseRt.

    Comparing the present results at Kyoto with those by NTAGATA et at. (1963)

at Tokyo, it may be noticed that the first conclusion stated above shows a slight

discrepancy with those by them, and that the second conclusion is in good agree-
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ment; namely the two mean curves for the past 2,000 years are nearly comparable
irrespective of their different undulatory time-variations suggesting some nondipole

effects. I?urthermore, the mean clecreasing trend in Kyoto also shows a striking

similarity to those obtained from some distant regions in the world3 e.g. Paris,

Tbilisi and Czechoslovakia. From this fact it may be said that these common
trends of decrease found in measured intensities certainly suggest the secular varia-

tlon of the dipole field proper.

2) The secular variation ef the equatorial force during the last 2,000

   years
    The results of the secular variation of the geomagnetic total force in historic

era have been published by several authors at the following sites; i.e. Paris (E. and

O. T}iELLiER, I959), Tbilisi (S. P. BuRLATsKAyA, l962), Tokyo (T. NAGATA,
Y. ARAi and K. MoMosE, 1963) and Peru (T. NAGATA, K. KoBAyAsm and E.J.
ScHwARz, 1965). To compaye the present study with these data resulted from the
various sites having different longitudes and latitudes, ail of these data are reduced

to the values at the geomagnetic equator.

    It is generally accepted from the direct observation that the axis of the dipole

has not changed appreciably for the last 120 years. On the other hand, KAwA!,
}ÅÄIiRooKA and one of the present writers (1965) lately proposed a hypothesis of

the counter-clockwise rotation of the dipole axis by summarizing the data of the

archaeo-secular variation in direction reported by several authors, Consequently,

the next two kinds of reduction should be taken into consideration: i.e. the case 1 ;

on the basis of the commonly believed theory that the dipole axis has been unchanged

Oo

9crE

x
'tt' - 7o"N

I.

ts k
t"

.
70

- 800.N

s. •.vco
txS"eeoo

LOOO
. xtel900

Ll '! 1100
e . oo

at.'

140
120C") 1)OO

k' s

' /' .Y'

900w

               ISoe

Fig. 7. Assumed rotation of the pole position
    transcribed from the diagram by KAwAi
    et al. (1965).
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during the last 2,000 years, and the case 2; the dipole axis has undergone the

counter-clockw!se rotation reported by KAwAi et al. (1965), whose orbit of the

pole shift of the dipole axis is transÅëribed in Fig. 7.

    When the earth's magnetic fie}d is approximated by the dipole field, the
geomagnetlc total force at any site (F.b) can be reduced to that of the geomagnetic

equator (F.,) by the following equations,

                   Feq=F.bl(1+3 Cb Sza 0)'12 (!)
                   sin gp == sin gp, cose Ar ces g, sin e cos D (2)

                   sin (N-x,) === sin e sin Dicos g (3)

where e and (ep,, N,) denote the geomagnetic colatitude and the geographical
coordinates at a given site, and (q, N) is the pole position of the dipole axis. Taking

the standpoint of the case 1, the value of e remains constant with time, whereas

of the case 2, the value of e reguiarly changes with time.

    Thus reduced geomagnetic equatoriai forces basing on the different hypotheses

are drawn in Fig. 8-a (case l) and Fig. 8-b (case 2). The mean curves for
these plots of the diagrams deterrnined by the method of }east squares are
expressed by the next two quadratic equations, which are drawn by a broken
line on the respective diagram.

      F = 48350ÅÄ6.84t-O.O0826t2 gamma (Å}540: p.e.) (in Fig. 8-a>

      F== 48150-1.21t-O.O0379t2 gamma (Å}500: p.e.) (in Fig. 8-b)

where F denotes the mean geomagnetic equatorial force at a given time t (in years

A.D.).

    As especially seen in the upper diagram, the values obtained at Paris give, as a

whoie, much iower ones than the rnean curve, while those obtaiRed by the present

writers give rather the higher ones; and then, the data obtaiRed by NAQATA et' ag.

(l963) show a roughly sinusoidal curve with a coRsiderabie amplitude, extending

over the two limits of values mentioned above. Furthermore, the data obtained
from Tbilisi show a good approximation to the mean curve. It is alse found in the

upper diagram that the mosÅí of data at Paris and Kyote fall on respective side of the

mean curve. This seems highiy improbabie in the presumption that either negative

or positive field of the non-dipole has prevailed in each site through the Iast 2,000

years. This contradiction is }essened in the lower diagram (case 2). At a first

view, however, a pair of diagrams generally show much similarities in their patterns

excepting a smali differences; e.g. the mean curve in the upper diagram has its

maximum at about 400 A.D., whi}e in the lower diagram the maximum intensity
occurs at about 0 A.D. Another important fact to be mentioned is that the geo-
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Fig. 8.  The secular variation of the geomagnetic equatorial force during the last 2,000 years
obtained from the five series of available results;

(a) : on the assumption that the dipole axis has not appreciably changed during the time,
(b) : on the assumption of the counter-clockwise rotation of the dipole axis.

magnetic equatorial force at 2,000 years ago was about 1.6 times as large as that

at present, and that the mean decreasing rate of the force seems to be nearly con-

cordant with that of the last century deduced from the direct observation. Fur-

thermore, it is worthy of note that the various intensity data could be equally

accepted, whichever hypothesis might be taken into consideration, because of the

similarities found in these two diagrams.

    On the other hand, when the geomagnetic equatorial force and the geo-
magnetic colatitude of a site are known, the expected total force at that site
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 Comparison of the measur'ed palaeo-intensity data with the variationsofgeomagnetic
total force fer the last 2,000 years inferred from the two different ideas. Broken Iine;
the expected variation of tl}e total geomagnetic force accot'ding to the case 1 <see chap.
V). Full }ine; that according to the case 2.

a) I<yoto (after Sasajima and Maenaka) (b) Tokyo (after NTagata, Arai and }iv{omose>
(c) Paris (after Theiliers) (d) Tbilisi (after Buriatskaya) (e) Perki (after Nagata,
Kobayashi and Schwarz)

can be computed by means of the equation V-(1). These results of computatioR
at Kyoto, Tokyo, Paris, Tbilisi and Peru are respectively drawn on the diagrams of

Fig. 9(a)-(e). In this figure, a full line an(l a broken }ine indicate the probable

secular variations of the totai force basing on the two different interpretations

mentioned above; i.e. full iine indicates the variation in the case 2, and broken line

that in the case l. From these diagrarns, it can easily be recognized that tke

observed intensity data in these sites are better approximated by the full line than

the broken line. If we go into further detai!s, it may be found that the data obtaiRed

from Kyoto, Paris and Peru are respectively in excetlent fit to the full line, })ut

those from Tokyo and Tbilisi do not always show a good agreemeRt to the fu}1 line.
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           with Special R                       eference to the Hypothesis of the Dipole Axis Rotation

    It must be admitted that the problem is not entirely solved yet, but from these

considerations, it may be concluded that "the hypothesis of the dipole axis rotation"

can not be denied but rather strongly supported by the aiready reported results

of the intensity measuremeRts. Further data in the other regions of the world will

be desired in the near future to solve these probiems.
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